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Ruddlesden–Popper oxides, (AO)(ABO3)n, occupy a prominent place in the

landscape of materials research because of their intriguing potential applica-

tions. Compositional modifications to the cation sublattices, A or B, have been

explored in order to achieve enhanced functionalities. However, changes to the

anionic sublattice have been much less explored. In this work, new oxygen-

deficient manganese Ruddlesden–Popper-related phases, La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, have been synthesized by controlled reduction of the fully

oxidized n = 2 term La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7. A complete structural and compositional

characterization, by means of neutron diffraction, electron diffraction and

atomically resolved scanning transmission electron microscopy and electron

energy-loss spectroscopy techniques, allows the proposition of a topotactic

reduction pathway through preferential oxygen removal in the [MnO2] layers

along [031] and [0�113] directions. The gradual decrease of the Mn oxidation state,

accommodated by short-range ordering of anionic vacancies, reasonably

explains the breaking of ferromagnetic interactions reinforcing the emergence

of antiferromagnetic ones. Additional short-range order–disorder phenomena

of La and Ca cations have been detected in the reduced La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7��, as

previously reported in the parent compound.

1. Introduction

Ruddlesden–Popper (RP) oxides have attracted a lot of

attention since they exhibit magnetoresistance (MR) and

other exciting behaviours like ferroelectric, piezoelectric,

magnetic, superconducting and catalytic properties (Jeya-

lakshmi et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2013; Massee et al., 2011;

Moritomo et al., 1996; Mulder et al., 2013). In order to

understand the outstanding properties of these (AO)(ABO3)n

oxides, one first needs to visualize the structure, which is the

result of ordered intergrowth between n (ABO3) perovskite

(P) blocks and one (AO) rock-salt (RS) layer. This ordered

arrangement of different chemical and structural units induces

intriguing features that can be modified by controlling the

number of intergrowing perovskite units. However, the main

disadvantage of this approach is the difficulty of stabilizing

high n members, which are frequently obtained as disordered

intergrowths between the basic perovskite units, unless a

controlled layer-by-layer physical method is used (Lee et al.,

2014; Rijnders, 2014; Yan et al., 2007). Most studies, either of
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thin films or polycrystalline compounds, have been mainly

focused on the effect of the cation composition (Battle, Green

et al., 1997) and comparatively less effort has been devoted to

the control of oxygen stoichiometry.

Regarding the n = 2 term, the fully oxidized A3B2O7

compound comprises the intergrowth of two P units and one

RS layer, as depicted in Fig. S1 in the supporting information.

In the case of reduced A3B2O7��, two oxygen vacancy

arrangements have been described for different compositions

according to two patterns: (i) a pattern of oxygen vacancies

located in the middle of the double P layers (marked in Fig. S1

as apical oxygen), and (ii) a pattern of oxygen vacancies

located in the equatorial sites (marked in Fig. S1 as equatorial

oxygen), which means in the BO2 planes along the [110] and

[1�110] directions. In both cases, square-pyramid polyhedra are

formed and could give rise to new, ordered superlattices along

[001] (i) and h110i (ii) as represented schematically in Figs.

S1(c) and S1(d). For instance, the first pattern was initially

observed for the superconducting La2�xSr1+xCu2O6 oxide

(Nguyen et al., 1980), built up of square pyramids sharing

corners due to the ordered removal of the octahedral apical

sites. This ordered arrangement has also been found (Dann &

Weller, 1995) in Sr3Co2O6 and, more recently, in Mn-based

compounds (El Shinawi et al., 2010). For intermediate oxygen

stoichiometries, the same pattern of vacancies, although with

different degrees of occupancy, has been described in the

cobalt and copper systems (Lucas et al., 1992; Viciu et al.,

2006). Notice that all these phases are obtained at room

pressure or even using oxidant conditions, as it is difficult to

reach the full oxygen lattice content, O7, due to the copper and

cobalt oxidation states. In contrast, for manganese oxides it is

possible to prepare the fully oxidized phase, which can then be

topotactically reduced. The accommodation of oxygen non-

stoichiometry in Sr3Mn2O7�� oxides takes place along the

MnO2 layers at the equatorial sites (see Fig. S1) (Gillie et al.,

2003; Mitchell et al., 1998), giving rise to a superlattice along

[110] and equivalent directions as marked in Fig. S1(d), as

previously observed in CaMnO3�� perovskite (Reller et al.,

1984) and Ca2MnO3.5 reduced compounds (Poeppelmeier et

al., 1982).

In terms of the MR properties, the most interesting

behaviour in an RP system has been found in n = 2

Ln2�xAE1+2xMn2O7 (Ln = lanthanide; AE = Ca, Sr) manga-

nites (Battle, Cox et al., 1997; Lee, Kao et al., 2011; Ling et al.,

2000). The MR effects are mainly ascribed to Sr systems while

order phenomena, such as charge (CO), orbital and anti-

ferromagnetic (AFM) ordering, have been described for the

Ca one (Fawcett et al., 2000). The reduction of oxygen content

in n = 2 RP has been mainly focused on AE3B2O7-related

compositions, while less attention has been paid to when Ln

partially substitutes AE. This is probably due to the difficulty

of isolating single phases in the more complex (LnAE)3B2O7

systems (Battle, Green et al., 1997). The two oxygen vacancy

patterns, described above, have also been described in

these complex oxides (Hayward, 2006, 2014; Millburn &

Mitchell, 2001; Zurita-Blasco et al., 2007). For instance, for

Nd2�2xSr1�2xMn3O7 (Millburn & Mitchell, 2001) and

LaBa2Mn3O7 (Zurita-Blasco et al., 2007) compounds,

vacancies are placed at the apical site in the P block, while

they occur at the equatorial sites, along [011], in the

YSr2MnO5.5 reduced phase (Hayward, 2006, 2014). In addi-

tion, RP reduced oxyhalides have also been reported

(Hayward, 2014). All of the above compounds have been

obtained from topotactic reduction of the fully oxidized

phases. Nevertheless, a systematic study of the gradual

reduction pathway has not been performed. Furthermore, it is

worth mentioning that fully oxidized phases, free of disor-

dered intergrowths, are usually difficult to stabilize for n � 2.

A mixture of reduced phases has also been obtained (Millburn

& Mitchell, 2001). In this context, the aim of this work is to

systematically study the influence of the oxygen reduction

process on the structural and physical behaviour of the

previously unexplored La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7�� (� = 0, 0.5, 0.75)

system. For that purpose, we have carried out the reduction

process of the highly homogeneous n = 2 La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7

member, recently reported by Ruiz-González et al. (2015). It

contains micrometric particles with an outstanding ordered

distribution of two P and one RS units, ideal for studying the

accommodation of oxygen vacancies.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7�d (d = 0, 0.5, 0.75) phases

The starting material, La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7, for the reduction

process was prepared by using the ceramic method with

special care taken during the cooling process, using a very slow

cooling rate of 0.1 K min�1 in order to avoid the presence of

disordered intergrowths (Ruiz-González et al., 2015). Once

this sample was obtained, the reduction processes were

performed inside a CAHN D-200 electrobalance equipped

with a furnace and a two-channel register. The starting

material was heated under a reducing H2 (2 � 104 Pa) and He

(3 � 104 Pa) atmosphere, at a rate of 6 K min�1 until 623 K.

Once this temperature was reached, the heating rate was

decreased to 1 K min�1, and the heating process maintained

until the desirable oxygen content was obtained. The target

temperatures were 733 and 748 K for La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, respectively. The samples were finally

quenched at room temperature. The thermogravimetric curves

are shown in Fig. S2.

2.2. Chemical analysis determination by electron probe
microanalysis (EPMA) and X-ray energy-dispersive spectro-
scopy (EDS)

Cation compositional analysis was determined by means

of EPMA, attached to a JEOL JXA-8900 microscope,

analysing around 20 areas of 1–5 mm in size. In addition, the

cation ratio was always analysed in each particle, prior to the

selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), by means of

EDS.
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2.3. X-ray (XRD) and neutron diffraction (ND) character-
ization

XRD was performed using a PANalytical X’pert PRO

diffractometer operating with Cu K�1 radiation in Bragg–

Brentano geometry at room temperature. ND measurements

at room temperature were performed using the diffractometer

D2B (Institut Laue–Langevin, Grenoble) with � = 1.5943 Å.

The crystal structure was refined by the Rietveld method using

the FullProf software (Rodrı́guez-Carvajal, 1993). In order to

explore compatible symmetries, the resulting unit cell was

analysed with the aid of the FINDSYM program (Stokes &

Hatch, 2005).

2.4. Electron microscopy characterization

SAED and HRTEM were performed on a JEOL JEM

300FEG electron microscope equipped with an EDS micro-

analysis system (Oxford INCA). Atomic scale characteriza-

tion was done in a JEOL JSM-ARM200cF electron

microscope (cold emission gun) provided with a spherical

aberration corrector in the probe (current emission density

�1.4 � 10�9 A and probe size �0.8 Å operated at 200 kV), a

GIF-QuantumERTM spectrometer and an Oxford INCA-350

detector.

2.5. Magnetic properties

The magnetic susceptibility and magnetization were

measured with a SQUID magnetometer from Quantum

Design with an external magnetic field up to 14 T and

temperature range from 2 to 400 K. The temperature-

dependence resistance measurements were performed using

the standard four-probe method in the temperature range

5–350 K under 0 and 14 T applied magnetic field.

2.6. Electrical conductivity

Conductivity was measured by alternating current methods

using Novocontrol BDS80 impedance spectroscopy equip-

ment. Contacts were silver epoxy pads on the surface of

cylindrical cold-pressed pellets. Measurements were

conducted under an inert N2 flow. Temperature was varied

between 125 and 500 K. DC conductivity was obtained from

the low-frequency plateaus of conductivity versus frequency

spectra measured in the range 100 mHz–10 MHz.

3. Results and discussion

Thermogravimetric curves corresponding to the reduction

processes are shown in Fig. S2. XRD patterns for the three

samples are quite similar (Fig. S3). The starting material could

be preliminarily indexed on the basis of an n = 2 term,

with orthorhombic symmetry (space group Cmc21) (Ruiz-

González et al., 2015). As the oxygen content decreased, the

corresponding patterns could be indexed again on the basis of

an n = 2 term, suggesting a topotactic reduction process (Fig.

S3). In spite of this similarity, some additional features,

involving splitting and displacement of some reflections, were

observed. Chemical homogeneity was checked by means of

EDS and EPMA (Table S1). A nice fit with the nominal

composition is obtained. This homogeneity was also confirmed

by means of SAED which always displays the same char-

acteristic patterns. The SAED study corresponding to the

starting material La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 is in perfect agreement with

XRD and ND studies since all patterns can be indexed on the

basis of an n = 2 RP term (Cmc21) (Ruiz-González et al.,

2015). For the reduced samples, no changes are observed

along [0�111]o and [010]o (the subscript ‘o’ refers to the ortho-

rhombic unit cell) zone axes, as observed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b),

respectively, corresponding to La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5. Identical

SAED patterns were obtained for the more reduced

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 sample (see Section S5 and Fig. S4).

As for the fully oxidized sample, no diffuse streaking was

observed for any of the reduced samples, along the a axis,

suggesting the absence of disordered intergrowths. This can

be confirmed in the corresponding HRTEM image of

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7��, as depicted in Fig. 1(c), where periodi-

cities of 0.39 � 1.93 nm, characteristic of the ordered inter-

growth between one RS and two P layers, can be observed. In
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Figure 1
SAED pattern corresponding to La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 along (a) [0�111]o and
(b) [010]; (c) HRTEM image of La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 along [0�111]o. The inset
shows the corresponding fast Fourier transform.

Figure 2
SAED pattern along [100], indexed according to the Cmc21 space group,
characteristic of La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 (a) and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 (b).



spite of this well ordered situation, additional reflections

appear in the [100]o pattern [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. In fact, eight

diffuse reflections surround each basic spot as can be seen in

the corresponding pattern of La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 [Fig. 1(a)].

They can be separated into two sets of reflections, along [031]o

and equivalent directions, mutually rotated 29�, as more easily

observed in the inset of Fig. 1(a), suggesting the presence of

twinning. This fact, together with the diffuse nature of the

reflections, could be related to the presence of small domains

or nanoclusters of additional order in the material, indicating

short-range ordering phenomena. For La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 [Fig.

2(b)], the situation is quite similar, but it should be empha-

sized that the additional reflections exhibit less diffuse char-

acter (see enhanced detail in the upper part of Fig. 2). In both

cases, the periodicity in real space, corresponding to these

reflections, is around 0.86 nm. Fig. 3(a) is a representative

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 HRTEM image along [100]o. The corre-

sponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) [Fig. 3(b)] is in

agreement with the SAED patterns displayed in Fig. 2(b). The

image shows the presence of three domains (A, B and C).

Domain A exhibits 0.27 � 0.27 nm periodicities character-

istic of the n = 2 RP member, according to the corresponding

FFT depicted in inset A. Domains B and C reflect the presence

of identical superlattices, 0.86 � 0.86 nm, but mutually rotated

29�, as suggested by the SAED patterns [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]

and confirmed in the corresponding FFTs (see corresponding

B and C insets). These experimental results suggest that the

appearance of the satellite reflections must be related to the

accommodation of the oxygen vacancies on the basal plane

since they become more evident as the oxygen content

decreases, leading to a superstructure along [031]o and [0�113]o

and equivalent directions. This ideal new cell of dimensions

0.86 � 0.86 nm can be generated by eliminating the oxygen

atoms along [031]o and [0�113]o, as schematically depicted in

Fig. 3(c).

These sites involve removal of one equatorial oxygen atom

from [MnO6] octahedra (marked in blue) along the drawn

directions in the unit cell. It should be noticed that these

positions belong to pure oxygen columns, i.e. they do not

overlap with any cation of the structure along the [100]

direction and can then be observed along this projection.

Moreover, this modification would not have an influence on

the a parameter. In this sense, the observed superlattice would

be strictly related to the elimination of equatorial oxygen

positions at the MnO layer. The order should be associated

with a strong tendency for preferential elimination of the

oxygen atoms from those sites marked in Fig. 3(c), providing

additional spots in the SAED pattern (Fig. 2) and the super-

lattice detected in the HRTEM image (Fig. 3). This ideal

model is the same as that described in the oxygen-deficient

perovskite CaMnO2.8 (Reller et al., 1984) although the

observed superlattice (Fig. 3) and the extra spots (Fig. 2) are

comparatively much more diffuse due to the fact that there are

two P layers alternating with one RS type. Nevertheless, since

the oxygen content of the sample is lower (see Section S5.2 in

the supporting information), additional oxygen atoms should

be randomly removed from their sites. This disorder explains

the diffuse character of the spots and periodicities in the

SAED pattern and HRTEM image, respectively.

The appearance of similar satellite reflections has already

been described in La2�2xCa1+2xMn2O7 (0.6 < x < 0.8). (Fawcett

et al., 2000; Bendersky et al., 2004). However, their inter-

pretation differs from ours, since those spots were assumed to

be an incommensurate modulation probably related to either

La–Ca cationic order or the Mn3+–Mn4+ CO state, even when

they appear on a sample exhibiting a slight oxygen deficiency

(see Section S5.2 in the supporting information). On the other

hand, the appearance of additional reflections in the MnO2

layer accounting for a superstructure has also been reported

in the reduced n = 2 RP Sr3Mn2O6 compound (Gillie et al.,

2003), based on previous observations in the n = 1 related

Sr2MnO3.5+� (Gillie et al., 2002). Nevertheless, in this case they

appear along [010]o and [001]o directions (according to our

axes system) of the orthorhombic cell, instead of [031]o and

[0�113]o observed here, leading to a new cell of 2ao(2)1/2
�

2ao(2)1/2 parameters on the basal MnO2 plane. In this case, the
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Figure 3
(a) HRTEM image corresponding to La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 along [100]o showing the presence of three domains marked as A, B and C (corresponding FFTs
are displayed as insets). (b) FFT corresponding to the whole area. (c) Schematic atomic model, along [100]o. A new hypothetical cell, as a consequence of
the ordering of the O vacancies along [031]o and [0�113]o perpendicular directions, is marked in navy blue.



superlattice was not detected by XRD but shown by SAED, as

in our case, and, again, it was almost invisible to the eye in the

HRTEM image. Starting from the new superstructure based

on oxygen elimination along [010]o and [001]o directions, their

ND analysis led to a non-fully ordered model.

According to this information and in order to complete the

structural knowledge, we have performed an ND study on the

basis of a new RP cell which includes the detected ordering

along [031]o and [0�113]o (see Section S6 and Fig. S5). In addi-

tion, La is always in 12 coordination in the P block while Ca

occupies both the P and RS sites, according to the atomically

resolved high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) and

electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) mapping study

(see Section S7 and Fig. S8). This has been done for

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 since satellite reflections appearing on the

SAED pattern and the corresponding HRTEM image are

sharper than in those corresponding to the more oxidized

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5. The new parameters (an, bn and cn), in

relation to the starting unit cell (ao, bo and co) (Ruiz-

González et al., 2015), are given by: an = ao =

1.99 nm, bn = ½ð3=2boÞ
2
þ ð1=2coÞ

2
�
1=2 = 0.85 nm and cn =

½ð1=2boÞ
2
þ ð3=2coÞ

2
�
1=2 = 0.85 nm. In order to simplify the

refinement, the less distorted Sr3Mn2O7 unit cell (Gillie et al.,

2003) was used as the starting point (see Section S6). The

starting model was built by expanding and transforming the

structural base so as to fit the proposed cell from SAED data.

The resulting unit cell was analysed with the aid of the

FINDSYM program (Stokes & Hatch, 2005) to explore

compatible symmetries, with the monoclinic P2/m found to be

the most plausible space group. It should be emphasized that

the distortion angle is very small, 89.9�, just slightly different

to the orthorhombic one (see Fig. S7). The resulting structural

model was taken as the starting point for the Rietveld

refinement carried out on powder ND data by means of the

Fullprof program (Rodrı́guez-Carvajal, 1993). The resulting

structure from Rietveld refinement of the ND data is depicted

in Fig. 4 along am and bm directions. Note that, according to

Section S6 and Fig. S6, a new axes system is adopted. The

octahedral distortion (see table of distances and bond angles

in Section S6), even when already present in the starting

material La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 (Ruiz-González et al., 2015), is more

noticeable here. This result is reasonable because, apart from

the different occupation by La and Ca at the A site of the P

blocks, which could be responsible for local differences in the

octahedral tilt, the introduction of anionic vacancies gives rise

to the reduction of the Mn oxidation state. Actually, for

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, the nominal Mn oxidation state is Mn3+

which exhibits strong Jahn–Teller character. For a better

understanding, an additional representation of the unit cell

indicating the different occupancy of each O has been

included in Fig. S6.

These oxygen vacancies lead to the appearance of a very

short-range ordered array, in the MnO2 layers of the P block,

of corner-connected Jahn–Teller distorted MnO5 square-based

pyramids. In fact, this situation could be

related to the diffuse extra reflections in

SAED patterns.

Finally, taking into account the

resulting model for La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25,

we have performed image calculations

(see Figs. S13 and S14) along different

zone axes. For La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5, an

intermediate situation between La0.5-

Ca2.5Mn2O7 and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 is

expected according to the diffuse nature

of the additional spots which suggests a

more random distribution of the oxygen

vacancies. This is also in agreement with

XRD and ND data.

Annular bright-field (ABF) imaging

in STEM (scanning transmission elec-

tron microscopy) is a robust method for

observing light atoms like oxygen (see

Section S7) (Findlay et al., 2009, 2010).

Furthermore, the potential of this
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Figure 4
Structural model of La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 unit cell along (a) [10�11]m and (b)
[010]m.

Figure 5
(a) HAADF image along [100]o. (b) Corresponding ABF image. Atomic columns of overlapping La/
Ca/Mn/O and pure O are represented in red and blue, respectively. Blue arrows indicate sites of a
probably lower O occupancy or anionic vacancies. (c) FFT of the HAADF image and (d) FFT of the
ABF image.



technique makes it possible to study defect structures related

to oxygen vacancies (Hojo et al., 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2012;

Lee, Oshima et al., 2011). In our case, an ABF study has been

performed along [0�111]o and [100]o. Along [0�111]o, ABF images

do not evidence oxygen deficiency ordering (see Fig. S9) for

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25. In the perpendi-

cular direction, characteristic HAADF and ABF images,

simultaneously acquired, are shown in Fig. 5. In the HAADF

image [Fig. 5(a)], only the heaviest-atom columns are visible.

Along this projection, no distinction between Mn and La/Ca is

possible since they overlap. Nevertheless, in this projection, as

already discussed, there are pure oxygen columns, but they are

not visible in the HAADF condition. They become apparent

on the ABF image [Fig. 5(b)]. In this image, both heavy (La,

Ca and Mn) and light (O) atoms appear as darker spots on a

brighter background. The cations appear as black and the O

atoms, of smaller size, as grey (see the ball model at the

bottom right-hand side). Even when the image does not reflect

a long-range-ordered structure, based on the presence of a

well defined ordered anionic vacancy pattern, the contrast of

the O-atom columns changes and there are places where it

almost disappears (marked by arrows), reasonably accounting

for differences in the O occupation, in agreement with the ND

refinement. Different intensities can be observed along line

profiles of oxygen columns in Section S7 and Fig. S10. Finally,

the FFTs of the HAADF [Fig. 5(c)] and ABF [Fig. 5(d)] show

interesting differences. In the FFT corresponding to the

HAADF, the reflections accounting for the superlattice do not

appear clearly, as happens in SrMnO2.6 (Kobayashi et al.,

2012), while they are present in the ABF. This situation can be

better observed in the lower-resolution images depicted in

Fig. S11.

The ensemble of these data supports a topotactic reduction

of starting La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 through complex ordering of

anionic vacancies in nanoclusters occurring in preferential

oxygen sites in the [MnO2] plane along [031]o and [0�113]o.

Apart from these structural features, a gradual decrease of the

average Mn oxidation state in the three samples, with different

oxygen content, has been followed using EELS (see Section

S7). For La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5, Mn4+ and

Mn3+ coexist in different amounts according to the nominal

composition, while in La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, only Mn3+ is

present, as expected. Regarding the magnetic behaviour, the

reduction process in La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7�� gives rise to the

disappearance of the CO state at 283 K and also to a decrease

in the ferromagnetic (FM) fluctuations at high temperature

(Fig. 6). The introduction of anionic vacancies in

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 (Ruiz-González et al., 2015) involves the

reduction of Mn4+ and the transformation of octahedra into

square pyramids, inducing the breaking of Mn4+–Mn3+ FM

interactions by the double exchange (DE) mechanism.

Furthermore, since only Mn3+ is present in La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25,

DE interactions are not possible and, therefore, the super-

exchange ones lead to AFM behaviour. In the same way, the

Curie–Weiss temperature decreases from � ’ �86 K for

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 to � ’ �290 K for both reduced samples. In

the low-temperature region, an appreciable increase of the

magnetization moment is observed [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. This

increase is in agreement with the higher ratio of Mn3+, as the

oxygen content is reduced. From these data, it can be

concluded that, at low temperature, the AFM behaviour is

reinforced [Fig. 6(b)]. The reduction process gives rise to the

decrease in FM interactions reinforcing the AFM ones at low

temperature (Fig. 6). Moreover, the spin-canting effect in the

magnetic structure must be strengthened, as can be deduced

from Fig. 6 where the ZFC (zero field cooling) and FC (field

cooling) curves diverge at temperatures lower than 60 K. This

effect is in agreement with the higher orthorhombic distortion

of the structure as the anionic vacancies are introduced.

Electrical conductivity (�) measurements have been

performed using impedance spectroscopy in wide frequency

and temperature ranges under an inert atmosphere to avoid

sample oxidation. The conductivity values at room tempera-

ture for the pristine La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 sample and the

reduced La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 oxides are

3 � 10�2, 5 � 10�3 and 6 � 10�5 S cm�1, respectively. The

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7�� oxygen-deficient phases display conduc-

tivity changes induced by the electron doping effect associated
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Figure 6
(a) Magnetization curves versus temperature for La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and
La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 in comparison with La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 starting material,
under 1000 Oe applied field. (b) Magnetization curves versus the applied
magnetic field at 5 K for La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25 in
comparison with La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 starting material.



with the oxygen vacancy nanoclusters created in the original

[MnO2] layer. The temperature-dependent DC conductivity

obtained from the low-frequency admittance plateaus displays

semiconductor behaviour (Fig. 7), similarly to that previously

observed in the starting material La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 (Toyoda et

al., 2011). On the other hand, the activation energy (Ea) values

for La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7, La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 and La0.5Ca2.5-

Mn2O6.25 compounds are �0, 0.18 and 0.22 eV, respectively.

The small Ea observed for the pristine sample above room

temperature is probably related to residual DE above the CO

transition, which occurs close to room temperature in this

compound. A decrease of the conductivity along with an

increase of the activation energy is observed upon oxygen

removal, suggesting a degree of hole carrier compensation

resulting from the electron generation, although we cannot

exclude the fact that reduced mobility results from the

confinement of electronic carriers in the nanoclusters of

oxygen-deficient MnOx sheets. Notice that the fingerprint of

the CO transition at high temperature is not observed in the

oxygen-deficient samples, indicating that it is suppressed as a

result of the decrease in Mn4+. This would be consistent with

the suppression of the FM fluctuations which are observed in

the pristine sample above the CO transition but also disappear

in the reduced samples. It is worth mentioning that, for

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, the Ea value is similar to the one observed

for LaMnO3, both exhibiting only Mn3+ (Nath et al., 2013).

4. Conclusions

The ensemble of the above experimental results allows us to

propose a topotactic reduction process, La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7 !

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.5 !La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O6.25, not studied in this

system until now, in which the n = 2 RP basic skeleton is kept,

while oxygen vacancies are preferably accommodated in small

clusters or rotated domains on the basal plane along [031] and

equivalent directions, instead of along [011] as shown in

related n = 2 RP systems. Atomically resolved HAADF

and EELS techniques show the short-range order–disorder

phenomena of La and Ca cations for all oxygen stoichio-

metries, underlying the topotactic nature of the reduction

process. The A site of RS layers is always occupied by Ca while

La is always at the A site of the P blocks randomly alternating

with additional Ca. The Mn oxidation state gradually

decreases from Mn4+ and Mn3+, in the starting sample, to Mn3+

in the more reduced one, resulting in n = 2 RP phases with a

wider range of Mn oxidation states than in other related

systems previously studied. The gradual decrease of the Mn

oxidation state, accommodated by short-range ordering of

anionic vacancies, reasonably explains the breaking of FM

interactions reinforcing the AFM ones. The introduction of

anionic vacancies results in hole compensation due to the

decrease of Mn4+ which also gives rise to the suppression of

the CO transition observed in the pristine sample at room

temperature. Nevertheless, we should mention the slight

increase of the Ea for La0.5Ca2.5MnO6.25, which could be

related to the effect of the oxygen vacancy nanoclusters.

These new crystal-chemical and redox features of the

La0.5Ca2.5Mn2O7�� system reported here provide the basis for

research into the functional properties of n = 2 RP manganites.

5. Related literature

Related literature cited in the supporting information: Bonnet

et al. (1999), Cortés-Gil et al. (2016), Egerton (1993),

González-Jiménez et al. (2014) and Suescun et al. (2007).
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